
Exploring the effects of the wind

Intent

For our children to experience the effects the wind can have on their bodies and the 
environment, as it is something that is felt rather than seen. Very often children will only 
notice the wind by how it moves other objects, such as leaves or litter.

Implementation

Using large plastic bags and tissue paper the adults supported the children to create large 
windsocks to put outside, they observe what happens to them during the day, exploring 
forces,  for example: the direction the wind is blowing, how hard it is blowing, and how it 
feels.

Impact

The children were using language such as: fly, strong, blowing to describe the movement 
of their windsocks, the adults extended this by using new words such as: floating, flying, 
gentle, gusty and softly.  The children also experienced the multi sensory force of the wind 
on their bodies, such as how it feels, smells, tastes.



At Home:

Make kites. They’re simple and fun. Getting them to fly is often more difficult:

Make a Kite by Re-using Plastic Bags, Etc. | Creative STAR Learning | I'm a teacher, get me 

OUTSIDE here!

Cloud racing:

Look at the clouds moving and see if they are all moving the same way. Look for cloud shadows 

on the ground on sunny days. Try to run as fast as a cloud shadow.

Water play:

Combine a water play activity with soapy water and a wash day. Hang out washing on a windy 

day. Compare drying times on a dry calm day, a very hot sunny day or even a cloudy, showery 

day. 

Wind chimes:

Experiment making wind chimes with different materials, e.g. metal spoons, lollipop sticks and 

sticks found in the garden or on a walk., to hang outside in the breeze.

https://creativestarlearning.co.uk/maths-outdoors/make-a-kite-by-re-using-plastic-bags-etc/
https://creativestarlearning.co.uk/maths-outdoors/make-a-kite-by-re-using-plastic-bags-etc/

